The virtual soccer game for the 21st century
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SuperVivo Virtual Soccer - the benefits
SuperVivo provides compelling benefits to gaming
agency operators and players alike.
l
l
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Lottery sized payouts attract new customers
..and retain and capture spending from existing
customers.
Increased gross profits [20-25%, or more]
compared to existing betting margins that
are constantly being squeezed [c.10-15% or less].
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SuperVivo games maintain excitement and fun,
avoid ‘jackpot inertia’ – increasing play and
frequency of play.
SuperVivo is a unique and patented market
advantage
Combined with super-realistic game graphics,
SuperVivo soccer provides gaming agencies with
further re-imagining opportunities – such as
Rugby, American Football, Basketball or cricket!
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SuperVivo Virtual Soccer looks as good as it plays...

The SuperVivo system ensures the matches and the
prizes are a huge draw and use familiar betting options
- but it isn’t all about the numbers!
With world-leading CGI, Supervivo virtual soccer will
deliver real game excitement. It also delivers a unique
in-game advertising opportunities for recognized brands

Next steps
Now, why not familiarise yourself on pages 3-5 with the
unique and patented Supervivo system, which is the
platform for all our games, from Lottery type draws, to
Virtual Racing and now, Virtual Soccer.
On page 6, we walk you through the unique features of
our Soccer games.

Territories
Supervivo can offer regional opportunities, providing
unique licensing, ownership and/or advertising
opportunities:
l UK
l Europe
l Latin America
l Asia

Finally! Virtual game excitement…lottery-sized prizes!
SuperVivo is a new and patented numerical game
system which can be global in scope, vast in prize
opportunities and simply more fun to play.
However, what makes SuperVivo a truly spectacular
entrant to the world of gaming, is our virtual racing
and team game propositions.

We’re combining super-realistic race and game
graphics with the ability to create progressive and
unique prizes that other games can only dream of.
Welcome to the world of SuperVivo...

How the SuperVivo system works - the basics
Although the closest model to the SuperVivo
System is the lottery system, SuperVivo is not a
matrix variant of either lotteries or any virtual
racing gambling system.

It is in fact a brand new gambling system that,
among other things, ranks each entry from 1st to
last. Let’s look at the numeric basis of our games
which show the familiarities and huge differences...

The game that’s always a huge draw...

Just like a lottery, SuperVivo sets up huge jackpots
but just like a race, SuperVivo ranks every entrant,
from first place to last, creating a whole world of
prize opportunities and excitement.

This winning difference is what sets up SuperVivo
as the most exciting and ‘disruptive’ new entrant to
the world of virtual racing and gaming.

SuperVivo Virtual Soccer - a walkthrough
We’re now going to show how a typical soccer game
can work for a Gaming Operator using 20 teams
which are ranked from 1st to 20th without ties.

Entries: A player enters by choosing six teams by
number. They choose their six numbers in ranking
order.
How the 20 teams are ranked:
Ten games of 2 teams are simulated by our secure
systems and start at the same time. Players can switch
between games, but an overall game results matrix is
displayed on each game. Each game is c. 5m 30secs.
Supervivo does not use a win/loss scenario to deliver
a unique individual ranking of all 20 teams.
The reason for this is that we use Elapsed Time as our
algorithm to create a ‘1st place, 2nd place etc, across
the 20 teams...
Super Match Moments:
Supervivo Virtual Soccer is all about key match
moments and when they happen:
1. Time of First Goal
This will allow for the ranking of approximately
50-75% of all the 10 or 20 teams.
Winning teams are irrelevant, as a losing team could
be the first to score!
2. Time of First Corner
Of the remaining teams that do not score, the
remaining places in the ranking order use our fallback
option. They are then ranked by the time of the first
corner. As above, winning teams are irrelevant, as a
losing team could be the first to be awarded a corner.
No further fallback is necessary as this is built into the game design.

Super Sides - keeping interest at its peak
As with all Supervivo games, our main prizes are for
First and Last place. However, it is also vital to keep
interest within our soccer games right up to the
whistle. We also include within the game, one or
more side bets, such as choosing the Last Team to
Score

